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Michael T. Goldstein Named President
of the New York County Medical Society
Kern Augustine Conroy & Schoppmann is proud to announce that Of Counsel Michael T. Goldstein has
been elected as the new President of the New York County Medical Society.
Dr. Goldstein is a board certified ophthalmologist, sub-specializing in corneal surgery and a practicing
attorney. He is actively engaged in the practice of both law and medicine. While still practicing medicine he
attended the Pace University School of Law, as an evening student, and in January, 2007 he graduated Cum
Laude. He was a member of the Law Review. Dr. Goldstein's background as a physician combined with his
legal expertise enables him to view the law from a unique perspective.
Physicians can relate to him as both a colleague and attorney. His medical and legal background enables
him to analyze accident related medical injuries cases from both the medical and legal perspective. His
expertise and experience enables him to play a unique role in helping physicians defend themselves in
OPMC and audit recovery cases. His knowledge of Health Law and Administrative Law makes him well
suited to help physicians navigate the regulatory minefields that have become a part of the practice of twenty
first century medicine. He has published and has expertise on physician joint venturing to enable
independent physicians to survive in the new healthcare environment.
Dr. Goldstein is a Fellow of the American Academy of Ophthalmology, a member of the New York County
Medical Society, and the Medical Society of the State of New York.

Kern Augustine Conroy & Schoppmann, P.C. has been representing physicians and other healthcare
professionals for over twenty-five years. Kern Augustine, in association with its affiliate, Augustine Kern &
Levens, form one of the nation’s largest Healthcare Law Firms devoted predominantly to the needs of
physicians and other healthcare professionals. Together they have represented physicians throughout the
United States.
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